
DESIGN IS DEDICATEDIT’S OUR JOB AS DESIGNERS, OUR PROMISE AS A COMPANY.

We pledge to 
create carpet 
that’s safe and 
sustainable, 
for people and 
the planet.



LEED for extra credit
Whether in pursuit of LEED 
certification or improving your 
school’s own environmental 
outlook, our eco-intelligent 
products provide model 
resources. Tap into our 
LEED calculator online at 
shawcontractgroup.com to 
see how our flooring contributes 
to credits for Innovation in Design, 
Indoor Environmental Quality and  
Materials & Resources. 

Reclamation and recycling 
Shaw leads the industry in carpet reclamation, taking 
back 100 million pounds of post-consumer carpet 
annually. Since 2006 we’ve recycled more than 600 
million pounds of post-consumer carpet, amounting to 
two-thirds of the industry’s recycling efforts. That’s more 
than all of our competitors combined. 

At the end of its useful life, reclaimed type 6 nylon can 
be recycled at our Evergreen Nylon Recycling Facility  
in Augusta, Georgia. There, the old carpet is turned  
into material for new Eco Solution Q and recycled 
content for EcoWorx. 

We also make good use of reclaimed materials that can’t 
be used for new carpet. Our Reclaim-to-Energy (Re2E) 
facility converts 84 million pounds of reclaimed carpet 
materials from both internal manufacturing operations 
and post-consumer collections into steam and electricity 
– providing clean fuel for our mills.

Waste is not an option. 
Upcycle always.

Environmental Guarantee: 
We want it back
When any EcoWorx®- backed product has reached the end 
of its useful life, Shaw will pick it up and recycle it into more 
EcoWorx. Backing into backing, fiber into fiber. At no cost 
to you, guaranteed. 

SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN
We believe that if you’re going to improve education by design, you’ve got to be incredibly eco-intelligent. 
We pledge to create carpet that’s safe and sustainable, for people and the planet. The first PVC-free, 
cradle-to-cradle carpet system that’s as environmentally responsible as it is durable. Specify 
Shaw Contract Group flooring for your school, and do right by the world.

Learn more about our pledge to sustainable design. 
Visit www.shawcontractgroup.com/education or contact your dedicated sales representative.

What does Cradle to Cradle 
Certification mean for you and 
your school?
Cradle to Cradle Certification through MBDC provides a means 
to tangibly and credibly measure achievement in environmentally 
intelligent design. Our products are evaluated across five 
categories of human and environmental health. So, you know 
you’re getting flooring solutions designed with positive impact in 
mind – on students and the environment.

Manufactured in a closed-loop process, every square foot is fully 
recyclable back into more carpet through our recycling process. This 
vertically integrated approach reduces the amount of raw materials 
used in the manufacturing process and adds more recycled content 
to our products. This way, eco-sense is eco-nomical.
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What is this number now?

what can we use to replace this?

can we still use this graphic?

can we say this?

Can we still say this?

n+a, should we separate our c2c certifications for carpet and ecoworx resilient?


